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Acquisition Information
Biography
Born August 3, 1930 in Tulare California, Esteban Villa is a nationally renowned Chicano artist and muralist. He is considered one of Sacramentos most respected artists. Villa is also known as one of the founding members of the Royal Chicano Air Force, an artists cultural collective created amidst the Chicano movements battle for social and political rights and recognition.
Villa describes himself as a muralist, printmaker, art educator and community activist. His work sometimes contains surrealist elements through his inclusion and references to such things as the flying jalapeo, flying burrito brothers, and tortilla art. The use of the religious iconography of La Virgen de Guadalupe and El Dia de los Muertos ground him well within the creative Chicano lexicon. Though his works can easily be categorized with the mainstream of fine art, he once stated, Chicano artists do Chicano art. Call it fine art if you like. The Chicano artist brings this iconography to your attention. If we don't do it, no one else will.
Some of Villa's most recognized works and exhibitions have included "La Super Chicana", "La Arte Cosmica de Esteban Villa", "Los Olvidados" (the homeless), "Menudo Eaters", "Portraits", and murals at Southside Park, The underpass to Old Sacramento, and Macy's Parking Lot (downtown Sacramento).
Villas teaching career began in 1962. He started teaching at the high school level and then took assignments at Washington State University, D-Q University, and University of California, Davis. He is currently Professor Emeritus at California State University Sacramento. He has served as an art consultant to many schools and organizations such as The Royal Chicano Air Forces (RCAF) Centro de Artistas Chicanos, and has done art programs in the prison system. Villa's work is frequently shown in Sacramento at the Crocker Museum, Galera Posada, and Luna's Cafe. Villa can also be found occasionally performing as a singer and guitarist. The Sacramento Bee once called Villa, an extraordinary man: a mural artist, musician, teacher and community leader who is known for his barrio art.
In addition, Villa was involved in the production of "Pilots of Aztlan", a video documentary about the Royal Chicano Air Force, where he appears along with other RCAF members. The documentary was originally aired in January 1995. Villa was involved in the planning of a mural developed by the schoolchildren of Freeport Elementary School and the Sacramento Metropolitan Arts Commission on the Freeport Elementary School site in the Spring of 1995.
Scope and Content of Collection

The collection is housed in 18 boxes, and one flat file for artwork. Boxes 1-3 are dedicated to his papers such as correspondence, exhibition announcements, collected writings, and subject matter collected as background research material for Villas many projects. A considerable portion of the collection, Boxes 4-20, contains some of Villas original sketches. A prolific artist, over 6000 sketches are currently found in the collection and more are being added.

Arrangement

Series I Personal Biographical. Eight folders, containing correspondence separated into communication with institutions or individuals. All material related to Villas work at CSUS has been arranged together and all material within this series unless otherwise noted has been arranged chronologically. In addition, the series contains several of the many awards Villa has received throughout his career.

Series II Exhibitions. Two folders, the first portion of the series is devoted to exhibitions or events that Villa was either featured in or figured prominently in. The second portion is a collection of invitations to exhibitions arranged chronologically. Together the two portions document a remarkable Chicano art history and showcase hundreds of Chicano artists.

Series III Writings. Two folders, containing an interesting variety of collected notes and writings from several artists as well as Villa.

Series IV Research Files. Two boxes, arranged chronologically. Over the course of his career, Villa collected many articles, clippings and reference materials for a wide range of artistic or Chicano issues. This series includes material relevant to several Chicano organizations as well as providing context for Villas professional connections to Chicano organizations.

Series V Photographs and Slides. Three folders, containing a dozen or more personal photos and more then 80 slides of Villas works including posters, painting, and murals. See Appendix A for catalog of slides.

Series VI Artwork. Boxes 4-20, contain sketches donated by the artist. Series begins with material related to murals and mural projects the artist was involved with, spanning two folders. Over 6000 sketches spanning boxes 4 through 20 [arranged chronologically from the early eighties to the late nineties]. This series illustrates the myriad styles Villa blends into his work. See Appendix B for catalog of sketches.

Series VII Oversize. Eight oversize folders, with original prints, flyers and posters are arranged chronologically beginning with undated items. The series contains promotional posters for exhibitions Villa participated in with other artists as well as his solo work.

Series VIII Audio Visual Materials. Arranged chronologically with undated materials his listed last. The audiovisual series provides a broad overview of Villas art, methods and history.

Subjects and Indexing Terms

Correspondence
Mexican American artists -- California
Mexican Americans -- California -- Politics and government -- 20th century.
Mexican Americans -- Civil rights
Photographs
Slides
Villa, Esteban -- Archives

_____ Series I Personal Biographical

Box 1, Folder 1

Awards/Certificates

Correspondence

Box 1, Folder 2

Personal Incoming 1989-2000

Box 1, Folder 3

Institutional (Includes a biography and information on Just Another Poster exhibit) 1973-2001

Box 1, Folder 4

Press Releases and news clippings about the artist

Box 29, Folder 3

Newspapers 9/20/2000, 3/21/2002
Series I Personal Biographical

California State University Sacramento

Box 1, Folder 5
Box 1, Folder 6
Box 1, Folder 7
Box 1, Folder 8
Box 29, Folder 4

Resume

Series II Exhibitions

Exhibitions

Box 1, Folder 9
Box 1, Folder 10

Programs arranged by date 1985-1996
Exhibitions, announcements, invitations from Villa 1973-1998

Invitations

Box 29, Folder 1-2, Box 2, Folder 1-4

Invitations/cards 1974-1999

Series III Writings

Box 2, Folder 5
Box 2, Folder 6
Box 2, Folder 10

Writings, pads (unsorted), loose leaf (unsorted), loose poetry/songs
Writings, artist statement, misc. writings (includes dedicated poem by Jose Montoya)
Commentary on Villa and RCAF Posters November 2009

Series IV Research Files

Box 2, Folder 7

Articles, collected writings, research and reference materials relating to race relations 1942-1994

Box 2, Folder 8

Transcript of an interview of Francisco Salazar, a Tarahumara Indian 1972

Box 2, Folder 9

Articles, newspaper clippings

Box 21, Folder 1

Articles 1970-1985

Box 21, Folder 2

Articles 1986-1994

Box 21, Folder 3

Articles, 1995-2003 undated

Box 3, Folder 1

La Raza Bookstore/Galeri Posada 1988-1994

Box 3, Folder 2
MECHA 1984-1989
Box 3, Folder 3

RCAF 1992-2002
Box 3, Folder 4

Box 3, Folder 5

Proposal: Centro de Artistas Chicanos

Series V Photographs and Slides
Box 3, Folder 6-7

Photographs
Box 3, Folder 8

Slides

Series VI - See Appendix A for catalog guide.

Murals
Box 3, Folder 9
RCAF Tunnel murals documentation. Draft: Documentation of Central Valley Murals Merced to Bakersfield 1983
Box 3, Folder 10
Miscellaneous artwork and sketches 1975-2001

Sketches
Box 4-7
No Date
Box 8
1984-February, 1987
Box 9
March 1987-June, 1988
Box 10
July 1988-December, 1989
Box 11
1990-May 1991
Box 12
June 1991-December, 1991
Box 13
January 1992-August, 1992
Box 14
September 1992-December, 1993
Box 15
1994
Box 16
1995
Box 17
1996
Box 18
January 1997-September, 1997
Box 19
October 1997-July, 1998
Box 20
November, 1998-2001
Box 24-28, 30-38
1994-2009
Box 39-44
Undated and 1980s

Series VII

Box 1
Artist proof artwork (4) n.d.
Box 2
Artwork by Esteban Villa (6) n.d.
Box 3
Prints by Esteban Villa, oversized (5) undated
Series VII
Oversize, cont.

Box 4
Print Set, #15,19,21,25 of 25 n.d.
Exhibitions, Miscellaneous, oversized (12), April 1983-July 1988
Box 5
Exhibitions, Villa, oversized, 5 offset prints 1981-March 2001
Box 6
Photographs (3), 1991 and n.d.
Box 7
Triptych by Esteban Villa (2) 1993
Exhibitions, Miscellaneous, oversized (12), April 1983-July 1988
Box 8
Photographs (3), 1991 and n.d.
Triptych by Esteban Villa (2) 1993
Exhibitions, Villa, oversized, 5 offset prints 1981-March 2001

Oversize, cont.

Over-size-Box 22
Original Articles 1970-2003
Over-size-Box 23
Poem 1979-1995 and undated
Prints 1-16-2003

Series VIII audio Visual Materials

Videocassettes

V0520/VHS IN LAKESH A Video Documentation, Jan Zacharias Video Production 1991
V0521/VHS Barrio Art by Amber Wellard SP 1991
V0522/VHS Mi Otro Yo (My Other Self). Chicano Art May 29 1991
V0523/VHS Mi Otro Yo- My Other Self Cinewest Productions Preview Copy Directed by Amy & Philip Brookman
V0524/VHS Art by Esteban Villa, Video by Octavio I. Romano TQS Publications, 16 Minutes 1992
V0525/VHS AmeriChicano Show I, Excellent Center for Art and Culture, March 13 1994
V0526/VHS AmeriChicano Show II, March 13 1995
V0527/VHS Freeport Mural, Esteban Villa 1995
V0528/VHS Esteban Villa I, Mural Workshop May 14th, 1994 at California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo
V0529/VHS Esteban Villa II
V0530/VHS Chicano I n.d.
V0531/VHS Chicano II n.d.
V0532/VHS Chicano III n.d.
V0533/VHS Chicano IV n.d.
V0534/VHS Robert Motherwell and The New York School: Storming The Citadel. N.D. V0535/VHS Aztec Designs, Esteban Villa

LP Albums

LP 0175-0176 Sueos LP, Luna Records 1982
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00034044a_k.jpg undated

General Physical Description note: Black marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A human figure with its head tilted back looking up with his hands behind his back. The figure has pound signs on his forefeet. There are free-floating geometric shapes on the left side of the figure.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035025a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A yellow and orange tree. Dots make up the leaves, which are shaded with gray in the branches on the upper left. The image is slightly outlined in green and the background is split into two sides vertically. The left side is white and the right is blue.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034851a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A yellow semicircle outlined in white, purple, and black. There are red lines projecting from the semicircle toward the top of the sketch. There are also small black figures with gray blobs that give an illusion of a crowd. There are also two horizontal, parallel black lines extending from one side of the sketch to the other.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034793a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A green landscape, blue sky, and white sun visible on the horizon to the left of a brown, gray, and yellow tree.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034178a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: Multicolored (red, yellow, purple, blue, and black) geometric figures with four squares in the center. Two squares have text that reads, “96” and the other two squares read “Cool”. There is also text at the bottom of the sketch that reads “Cristal Coronel”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034258a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A multicolored diagonal cross with a gray, blue, and purple ground. Text on the bottom right corner of the sketch reads, “Leona Janson” and “(Bambi)”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034203a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: Abstract multicolored shapes and figures.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034332a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with blonde hair, red lipstick, red shirt, and a white coat juxtaposed with a male figure obscured by black marker stripes. These stripes may represent a mask.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00033969a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black head in profile. Black streaks make up the hair and facial characteristics. The figure is contrasted against a yellow background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034003a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Color pencil and marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with brown, yellow, and green hair. The hair on the sides of her face hangs while the hair on top of her head sticks up at an angle. Her face is colored in brown with pencil and she is wearing red lipstick and a red turtleneck.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035065a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's head wearing a helmet with her hair sticking out on the side and the front. It appears that she's wearing a headpiece with a small microphone extending to her mouth. The sketch is black and gray with yellow specks at the top that probably bled through from another sketch.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034065a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A stylized male head in profile wearing a white headdress with yellow headpiece on the forehead. The face is red and the shoulder area is yellow with red specks.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034035a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: Three senior males in a small circle facing one another. The man on the right is wearing a blue cap, blue jacket, and eyeglasses. The man on the left is wearing a white hat with black specks and a gray coat; he is being touched on the right shoulder by the man in blue. The man in the center is wearing a black hat and a black coat.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034365a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's head in profile. She has black hair and is wearing a gray coat and a yellow earring. The background is split into white, yellow, and black squares. The bottom of the sketch is red.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034571a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of two ugly women facing each other. The woman on the left has spiked hair and pointed teeth and the woman on the right is wearing glasses and has missing teeth. The title is inscribed at the bottom.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034469a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A full woman figure standing with her legs crossed. Her hair is black and she is wearing red makeup. Her body is outlined in black and the background is a wide yellow stripe with blue side margins and a red bottom margin.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034876a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man wearing a sombrero with his black hair sticking out of the sides. His coat pattern made up of cross-hatched text reads, "Yo Soy Artista De Sacra C/S". The figure appears to be looking into the distance. The sketch is black and white.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034994a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man's head with black hair and a receded hairline. He has two front teeth sticking out of his mouth. His upper torso is abstracted into diagonal and horizontal black lines.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00033985a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch split into three parts. The left is a mix of blue rectangles and other geometric shapes. The middle is an amorphous yellow and the right is a mix of red geometric shapes. Viewed sideways, it could be a person napping.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034995a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a male face. Black marks and lines make up the hair and facial characteristics.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034242a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a man’s head wearing a cap. The figure is shaded in with thick marker lines.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034485a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a woman looking down while positioning her hands on her chest. She appears to be wearing short, revealing clothes. Thin black marks make up the hair and other body characteristics.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034557a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman sitting on a stool with her back to the viewer. Her head is turned to the right and she is wearing a red bandanna or headband, a white blouse, a red skirt, and a red sock.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034730a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a woman sitting at a bar with her back facing the viewer. There are leaves on the upper left and right corners and two salt shakers to her right.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00034745a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman holding what appears to be a book. Her entire body is made up of black marker stripes. There is an amorphous shade of blue at her feet, yellow rectangles in the left corner and a red square in the right corner.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035034a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman posed with her back toward the viewer. The left side of her body has been shaded.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035035a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman posed with her back facing the viewer. She is standing with her arms curving around the front of her waist. Her hair is made up of six vertical marker stripes. Her body is not colored or shaded in.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035036a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman standing in profile. The back side of her body is outlined in black. Her neck is covered in red and her body is filled in with black marks.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035037a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a man posed with his back facing the viewer. It appears that his hands are in his front pants pockets. His shirt is white with red suspenders crossing on his back. He is wearing black pants.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035038a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of the back side of a nude body. The hands are lifted and the body is exposed from shoulder to lower back. The body is not filled in or colored.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035039a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman raising her arms dressed in a black swim suit. Text on the lower left corner reads, "Bilies".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035041a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a child outlined in black wearing a yellow belt. The child’s body is not filled in or colored.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035042a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of two people doing gymnastics. One walks the balance beam; the other performs tumbling/floor exercises.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035043a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a couple standing next to each other. The male has his hand around her waist. They are both looking to the viewer's right into the distance.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035044a_k.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman sitting with her back facing the viewer. She is positioned in the middle of a black rectangle that possibly represents a window. There is an inscription on the back of the sketch that reads, "McWaiting Fairhaven, Mass 6/28/92".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035046a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of three men that appear to be in line. Their bodies are all made up of diagonal black lines. The man in the middle appears to be holding a book or a file at this side.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035048a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A stylized female figure that appears to be sitting on a reclined chair. She is holding a glass with her left hand. The entire figure is an outline with thick black lines.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035049a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A stylized female figure facing the viewer’s right is wearing a long dress with her hand resting on her chest. Her hair appears to be in a ponytail and one foot appears to be placed in front of the other.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035051a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: Two stylized female figures facing each other. They are made up of black diagonal lines and the woman on the left appears to be handing the woman on the right an object.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035052a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A musician made up of black diagonal lines. He appears to be holding and/or playing a guitar.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035053a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A human figure outlined in gray. The figure is holding its hands together on its chin. Text on the figure reads, "To Mr. Villa, Molly Ringwald."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035054a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman sitting on a stool facing away from the viewer. Her hands appear to be in her lap and she is wearing a blue top and red shorts.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035055a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man standing with his back facing the viewer. It is holding a child. The child has its arms wrapped around the figure's neck and is looking toward the viewer. The figure is colored in green, blue, and red.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035056a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A human figure standing before an audience. The figure is made up of diagonal black lines. In this sketch, lines serving as guides for spacing, etc. are visible.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035057a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: Black and white sketch of a woman dressed in a black swimsuit with no head. Her arm is bent forward in a 90 degree angle.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035058a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a human figure standing in front of the left corner of a yellow horizontal rectangle with a black line through it.
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035059a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A musician playing a stand-up bass. The figure is stylized and made up of black diagonal lines.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035060a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a musician playing a piano. It is a simple black and white line sketch with no shading.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035062a_k.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A male's head in profile. He is wearing glasses and his hair is brown with a purple face. There are purple, white, and brown boxes in the background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035063a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman facing the viewer's right dressed in a brown and purple dotted suit. Her hair is brown and her face is black. There is an inscription on her ear that reads "CS".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035108a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman facing the viewer. Her yellow and brown hair hangs along the side of her face. There are purple, black, red, and blue geometric figures in the background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035109a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a man with his back turned toward the viewer. He is wearing a purple coat with black dots and black pants. The background is red and there is a yellow blob on the left and one on the right.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035110a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman sitting on a stool in front of a black bar counter. She is wearing a white blouse with blue stripes, blue pants, and red boots. The background is split in half with the upper side being yellow and the lower black.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035111a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man facing the viewer wearing a blue cap and a white shirt. His face is colored red with a yellow stripe down the left side. The background is split in half, one side being black and the other brown.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035112a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a multicolored man's head. He is wearing a black and blue cap. His forehead and nose are blue and his ear is red. There is a white half-square in the background outlined in brown.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035113a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman's face in profile. Her hair and
face are purple with brown outlines. She is wearing a blue coat with brown and yellow
outlines. There are yellow, white, black, and red geometric figures in the background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035114a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A man sitting at a counter reading a book and
holding a glass in his left hand. He is wearing a white cap outlined in blue with a red
emblem. He is also wearing a red coat and black earmuffs.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035115a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a crowd of people with a yellow
background. The background is interrupted by an arch, as if it were a doorway. There
also appears to be a fountain on the left of the sketch.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035116a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A crowd of people with a yellow background with
only one partial arch opening to the left. There are two vertical rectangles on the yellow
background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035117a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a bride and a groom sitting at a long
white table facing a crowd of people. There are red flowers on the right side and two red
goblets on the left. The background is yellow with an arch opening in the middle.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035118a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of an elderly woman in profile. Her hair is
white with purple outlines. She is wearing a green and red blouse. She appears to be
reading text from a book.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035119a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a African American male in 3/4 profile.
His head is outlined in purple and his face is colored in three sections: purple, white, and
brown. He is wearing a blue tie and the background is white.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035120a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A man's head outlined in purple with a brown,
yellow, and white face. He is wearing a blue tie and the background is white.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035121a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman looking down at a 45 degree
angle. Her hair, face, and blouse are not colored in. There are yellow, red, and black
geometric figures in the background.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035149a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman wearing a white headwrap, glasses, and a yellow blouse. The background is colored in black.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035152a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman with hair colored in brown and yellow. Her face is shaded in with yellow, purple, and white. The background is blue and there is a red star in the right corner. An inscription at the bottom of the sketch reads, "C/S".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035153a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a man with hair shaded in purple. He is wearing glasses and his face is shaded in yellow, white, purple, and brown. He is also wearing a purple shirt and the background is white.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035154a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of two large purple exes with text that reads "C L" on one side and "P O" on the other. There is a purple horizontal line through the sketch. There are black figures to the left that appear to be people walking toward a building with seven arches.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035156a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman outlined in purple and black. The background is divided into an upper white square and lower black triangle. There are purple horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines throughout the sketch.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035157a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman colored in brown with black outlines. She is wearing a red blouse and red lipstick. The background is shaded in with blue.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035159a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with brown and yellow hair. Her face is brown and white. She is wearing a purple blouse and the background is red.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035160a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man wearing a brown hat and black shirt with blue patterns. The left side of his face is outlined in red. The background is yellow.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035161a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man wearing a yellow hat and a yellow shirt. His face is colored in black and brown. He is placed against a black background.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035163a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. Her face and hair are colored black with shades of blue. The background is purple with a red square in the left corner.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035164a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a man wearing hat and a gray coat. He appears to be wearing a multicolored (yellow, black, blue, and pink) scarf. He is placed against a black background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035165a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's head in profile. Her hair and face are outlined in blue. She is wearing a white blouse and she is placed against a yellow background with red patterns.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035166a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's head with black, green, blue, and brown hair. Her face is brown with yellow and pink markings. She is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035167a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. Her hair is black and she is wearing a red hairtie and earrings. Her face is shaded in with purple and she is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035168a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man in 3/4 profile. His hair is black with yellow streaks. His face and shirt are yellow and part of the background is colored in black.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035169a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a man's head in profile. The entire figure is outlined in black and yellow. There is one yellow dot on the left side of his chest and one on the right side. The figure is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035170a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A female facing the viewer's right. She is wearing a black cap and gray shirt with blue patterns. Her hair and face are brown with purple markings. The background is split into three sections by a red rectangle.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035171a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a head in profile. The hair is yellow with purple markings and cut close to the head, and the face is brown. The entire figure is outlined in black and is placed against a white background.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035172a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a man wearing white glasses, a white shirt, and a black and white necktie. The entire figure is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035173a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of many black dots that give an illusion of an oval shape. They appear to be in a building with a yellow and black ceiling supported by four black columns. The wall is made up of blue, white, and brown geometric shapes.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035174a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman figure outlined in gray and filled in with shades of brown and yellow. She is placed against a white background. There is a curved yellow line projecting upward from the top of her head.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035175a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman with brown hair and an orange face. There are yellow markings throughout the figure. She is placed against a background made up of black, yellow, and red geometric shapes.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035176a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman figure outlined in orange, yellow, gray, black, and brown. Half of her face is yellow and the other half is white. The background is split into a blue half and a purple half.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035177a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A man with black hair wearing a white shirt. His face is shaded in with black diagonal lines and he is placed against a white and black background with a blue upper margin.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035178a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a woman's head in profile. She is wearing a white blouse with black dots and she is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035179a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a man that appears to be sewing. He is outlined in black and an inscription on the upper margin reads "Why Me?"

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035180a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a man wearing a white shirt with black patterns. His hair is large and curly and resembles an afro and his nose is very salient. He is placed against a white background posed and looks toward the viewer's left.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035181a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A sign with a yellow background with two blue diagonal lines and a red circle in the left corner. The text reads "Villismos (Sayings) Weather Reports Navigator. Observe."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035182a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a woman with black hair and a white top with black patterns. Her face is white with black outlines and marks that make up her facial features. She is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035183a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a woman with black hair and a white face. She is in profile facing the viewer’s right and she is placed against a white background. There is a bald face in the background that seems to have bled through the paper from another sketch.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035184a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman posed in 3/4 profile. Her hair is black and she is wearing a red blouse and red lipstick. She appears to be leaning against the right edge of the paper. Background is white (from paper).

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035185a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a white top with blue horizontal stripes. Her hair is made up of black lines and her face and body are not colored. She is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035186a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: An abstracted male figure wearing a white shirt with black dots. His head appears to be rectangular and is shaded in with black lines. He is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035187a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of a stylized head wearing a white cap. The figure is placed against a white lower and black upper background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035188a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A person with black hair wearing black glasses. His or her facial characteristics are made up of black diagonal lines. He or she is wearing a white shirt with black designs and the background is white.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035189a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair and a white top with vertical black lines. Her face is not colored and she is placed against a white background. Her face looks as though it may be distressed.
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035199a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A blue building with a sign that reads "Sacramento Jazz Jubilee" and another that reads "Firehouse Parking Lot." There is a yellow car parked in front of the building and there is half of a red and yellow triangle at the bottom.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035200a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and white styled head with a pointed nose and its tongue sticking out through its sharp teeth. It is looking at another black and white head resembling that of a child shaded in with gray. The figures are separated by a yellow background with red horizontal lines.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035201a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A male and female couple sitting at a table facing each other. The male is placed against a background made up of black and red triangles and the female is placed against a white background. Both figures are not colored in and they are outlined in black and gray.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035202a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Pencil on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: Appears to be a rubbing of a skull with pencil. An inscription at the bottom of the sketch reads "Portsmouth N.H. Prescott Park"

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035203a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A male and female placed on opposite ends of the sketch. They are posed as if there is no relation between them. They are outlined with black and are shaded in with gray. The woman is wearing red lipstick.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035204a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman and a man facing each other. They are both outlined in black and gray. The man is wearing glasses and the woman a white shirt with floral designs. They are placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035205a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman and abstracted male figure placed against a background made up of red and yellow diamonds. The woman is wearing a blue blouse and has her arms crossed in front of her chest. The man's head appears to be a bowl or a cup. Text on the lower right corner reads "M.28" [?]

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035207a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman laying down with her head rested on an open book. She is outlined in black and gray and is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035208a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: An abstracted human figure with black and red hair. Its face is black, red and blue. Its body is blue with black markings. The figure fills in the entire image area.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035209a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A building outlined in black and gray. It appears to have two doors to the left and a window to the right. It is decorated in lines, squares, arches, and swirls.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035210a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of what appears to be multi-colored (blue, green, yellow, red, and white) leaves on a red, white and black platform. A narrow blue strip makes up the background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035211a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: Appears to be a river with two boats floating on the water. There are also red, yellow, blue, and black clouds. The sketch fills the entire page.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035212a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" X 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A yellow cargo truck in motion with blue and red clouds and black birds in the background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035213a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" X 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: Two women's heads in profile face the viewer's right. They are both outlined in black. The figure on the right is wearing a red neckpiece and has gray hair.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035214a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" X 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A male and female figure. The female is wearing a red blouse and is placed against a gray and yellow background. The male is wearing a blue shirt and is placed against a gray background. They are both outlined in black and gray.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035215a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" X 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: Three women's heads sharing the same body. The figure on the left has black hair, the one on the right has shaded black hair, and the middle figure has unshaded hair. The left side of the body is checkered and the right is blue with a red stripe.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035216a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A male and female. The woman is placed against a black background and the man against a white background. They are not colored in and they are outlined in black.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035217a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: Two stylized men facing each other. They appear to be talking. The man on the right is wearing glasses and a red necktie. There are also red dots on his shoulder and head. Both figures are not colored in and are placed against a white background.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035218a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman in profile facing the viewer’s right. She is wearing a white shirt with red diagonal stripes and a blue collar. She is also wearing a yellow earring. Her hair and face are not colored in and she is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035219a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with yellow hair and a black top. Her face is not colored in and she is placed against a white background. Her facial characteristics are outlined in black.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035220a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man wearing a white shirt, red neck tie, and a white coat with black diagonal lines. He is outlined in black and is not colored in. There are blue, red, and yellow spots on the figure that appear to have bled through from another sketch.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035221a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man’s head outlined in gray and black. He is posed in 3/4 profile and is placed against a white background with a yellow, gray, and red square. There are yellow, green, and blue stripes in the lower margin.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035222a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned; “Mark Rochester ’95” [?]. Comments/Description: A beach with palm trees in the sand, ocean water, and mountains in the background. There is an orange sun and the sky is gray, brown, and blue. Appears to be signed by Mark Rochester ’95 [?]. This may not be Villa’s work.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035223a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman’s head with black hair placed against a white background. The figure is not colored in and is wearing an earring with a cross. Her collar is made up of text that reads “Gracias a la Vida”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035224a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with spiked black hair. She is placed against a white background. She is not colored in and black outlines make up her facial features. There are three vertical lines on the right side of her face.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035225a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman in profile facing the viewer’s right. Her hair is yellow and red and she is wearing a blouse that is purple with black dots. She is placed against a background that is split into a blue, red, and yellow sections.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035226a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” X 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man with black hair, eyeglasses, and a blue shirt. He is outlined in black and purple and he is placed against a purple background with yellow dots.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035227a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man with black hair and a blue and black shirt. He has black hair and he is outlined in black and gray. He is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035228a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair wearing a red blouse, earring, and lipstick. She appears to be writing with a blue pen. She is outlined in black and gray and she is placed against a yellow background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035229a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman sitting at a table with a yellow glass, white cup, and slice of pie in front of her. She has black hair and is wearing a blue sleeveless blouse. She is placed against a white background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035230a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman wearing red cap and a green blouse. Her hair and face are yellow and she is placed against a blue and white background with a red flag that has the letters "C S" in yellow.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035231a_j.jpg 1977
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned; "1977". Comments/Description: An elderly man outlined in black. He is not colored in and is placed against a white background. There are numerous black dots in the background and on the figure. An inscription on the bottom right corner reads "1977."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035232a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned; "1977". Comments/Description: A woman with black hair wearing a blue and red blouse. There is an inscription on the top margin that reads "2 6 87 Quill".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035233a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned; "2 1 87. Comments/Description: A sketch of a male wearing a red hat sitting at a table. He is eating out of a bowl. He is holding a spoon with his left hand and his right elbows is rested on the table. There is an inscription on the top of the sketch that reads "2 1 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035234a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned; "2 7-87. Comments/Description: An abstracted male figure sitting at a "U"-shaped booth. The sketch is in black and white and black markings make up the figure's facial characteristics. An inscription in the upper margin reads "2 7 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035235a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned; "2 7 87". Comments/Description: A sketch of a male looking over his shoulder. He is wearing a coat with small "x's" on the collar. There are a total of five diagonal lines on his back and the entire sketch is not colored in. An inscription on the top margin reads "2 7 87."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035236a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed “2 6 87”. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a white coat. She is not colored or shaded in and inscription on the top margin reads “2 6 87.”

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035237a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of an abstracted human figure laying in the fetal position under text in capital letters that reads “USA”. There is also a horizontal line above the text with three stars to the left. An inscription on the bottom margin reads “1987.”

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035238a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man’s head wearing a cap. He is posed in 3/4 profile. The sketch is in black and white and an inscription on the bottom right corner reads “‘87”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035239a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A bald male wearing glasses in profile facing the viewer’s left. He is wearing a white shirt with dots on the collar. An inscription on his chest reads “‘87”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035240a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker and pen on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a white coat with a red vest and a blue tie. He is holding a cup in one hand and a document in the other. An inscription in the top left corner reads “‘87”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035241a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with black hair with diagonal lines. He has black hair with diagonal lines across his face. An inscription on the top left corner reads “Serna ‘87”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035242a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A male wearing a black coat, white shirt, and white necktie with black diagonal lines. He has black hair with diagonal lines across his face. An inscription on the top left corner reads “Serna ‘87”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035243a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man in profile facing the viewer’s right. He has black hair and is wearing a coat with small black lines as designs. There is also a thick outline of his face that gives an effect of a shadow. An inscription on the top margin reads “Alonzo” and one on the bottom reads “‘87”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035244a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long hair and seven vertical lines on her forehead making up bangs. She is also wearing a large hoop earring. An inscription on the upper right corner reads “‘87”.
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035245a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A black and white sketch of a
woman posed in 3/4 profile. There are seven vertical lines on her forehead and one dot.
An inscription on the right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035246a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile
outlined in thick black lines. An inscription on the bottom left corner reads, "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035247a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: An abstracted landscape
outlined in yellow. The sky is blue and a large white semi-circle represents the sun. An
inscription on the bottom margin reads "Landscape Valley 1987 Levee".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035248a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A line drawing of a
male and female with an inscription under the male that reads "Ron" and an inscription
under the female that reads "Dahlia". There is also text in the bottom, right, and top
margin that reads "Photographer [sic] Lunes opening with studio at K Street mall 1986"
and "Possible silkscreen spring 1987".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035249a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long black hair
wrapped in a tail. Her hands are positioned in front of her chest. There is an inscription on
the bottom right corner that reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035250a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A blue and white sketch of a
human head. His face is in 3/4 profile. Five lines on the bottom right corner give the
impression of a blue shirt. An inscription on the right side of the bottom margin reads, 
"'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035251a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a red and white
cap. His back is outlined in red and his neck and shoulders are outlined in blue. His face
and hair are not colored in and there is an inscription on the bottom left corner that reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035252a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An elderly woman wearing
glasses in profile. Her hands are positioned in front of her mouth. An inscription in the
bottom left corner reads "'87".
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035279a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile outlined in black. Her white shirt has cross patterns and the upper margin is colored in black. The figure is not colored in and there is an inscription on the top margin that reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035280a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A bearded man's head in profile wearing pink glasses. Black lines make up his hair and beard. He is placed against a white background and an inscription in the upper right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035281a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head in profile. She is wearing a black hair tie and her hair is made up of black lines. An inscription on the top right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035282a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A male wearing a coat and tie. His face is shaded, but is not colored in. An inscription in the top right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035283a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A girl with black hair wearing a white bow in her hair. She is not colored in and her collar is visible. An inscription in the upper right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035284a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with black hair and a black shirt with his arms crossed on his chest. There is a black diagonal line through his head with black dots on each end. A sun overhead resembles the symbol of New Mexico. An inscription in the right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035286a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair and square earrings. Her collar is made up of two diagonal yellow stripes, black oval shapes, and blue dots. An inscription on the bottom right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035287a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with black hair and thick black eyebrows. There is a thick blue outline on his neck and a thick red dot on his chest. His face and coat are not colored in and there is an inscription in the top right corner that reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035288a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with black hair and square earrings. Her collar is made up of two diagonal yellow stripes, black oval shapes, and blue dots. An inscription on the bottom right corner reads "'87".
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035289a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A blue and white sketch of a man with blue hair, coat, and necktie. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035290a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A bearded man wearing a cap and posed diagonally from bottom left corner to top right corner. He takes up most of the background and there is an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "'87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035291a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; signed.
Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A man with a thick goatee and thick eyebrows. There is an inscription on his face that reads "E Villa". The title is inscribed on the upper margin.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035292a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A black cross with a blue circle in the middle. The sketch is outlined in red around the margins. There is an inscription in the lower margin that reads "1987".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035293a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An simplified human figure in a square with an inscription underneath it that reads "Bakersfield" and text that reads "Una familia de Cumingham Art Gallery Central Park Summer 1987"

Series title: removed from selection 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman facing away from the viewer wears a red reindeer hat and a red apron. The title and date are inscribed in the left margin.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035295a_j.jpg 1982
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a hat that is covering the back part of her head. Her bangs are exposed and she is not colored in. The buttons on her shirt resemble sixes. An inscription in the right corner reads "12 1 82".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035296a_j.jpg 1982
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. He is placed flush against the left margin. He is wearing eyeglasses and his face is shaded with cross-hatching. There is an inscription in the top margin that reads "12 1 82".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035297a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. Her nose is shaded with cross-hatching. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "12 1 86".
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035307a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with a round face and long curly hair. A small black dot defines her mouth and bold black wiggly lines define her bangs. An inscription in the lower margin reads "10 20 86 L.J."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035308a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with spaced lines making up her hair and a wiggly horizontal line defining her shirt collar. Her forehead is exposed, two dots make up her nostrils and give an illusion of a nose. An inscription under the image reads "10 22 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035309a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man's head in 1/4 profile. His ear is in the shape of a diamond and his collar is decorated with two dotted lines. An inscription on the bottom margin reads "10-14 -86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035310a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman whose hair falls on her left shoulder. Her bangs fall to her eyebrows. An inscription on the upper left corner reads "9-22-86." The entire sketch is in black and white.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035311a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A male with three diagonal lines on each side of his face that make up his eyebrows. There is an inscription under the figure that reads "Harve" and "9-15-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035312a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair wearing a blue blouse and red apron. She appears to be wearing a necklace with a purple charm. She is placed against a white background with an inscription in the top left corner that reads "9-21-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035313a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman outlined in black lines with her head turned toward the right. Her blouse has black designs that resemble "C's." There is an inscription in the upper left corner that reads "9-8-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035314a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A human figure positioned with its back toward the viewer. It is wearing a white shirt with a slanted cross on it. The pants are shaded in black with diagonal marker lines. There is an inscription on the bottom right margin that reads "Banking" and "8-1-86."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035315a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman figure posed with her back toward the viewer. She appears to have curly black hair made up of short, thin, diagonal lines. She also appears to be holding a purse on her left shoulder and her body is not colored in. There is an inscription on the bottom margin that reads "Penny at Luna's" and "8-5-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035316a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed with her back toward the viewer. She appears to have her hands in her front pockets. The figure is not colored in and an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "8-19-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035317a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed sideways facing the viewer's right wears red pants and a red top. Her hair and shoes are black and an inscription on the bottom margin reads "8-19-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035318a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A stylized woman posed sideways facing the viewer's right carrying an object in her hand. Her body is made up of a collection of black lines and the image is not colored in.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035319a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A sketch of what appears to be two abstracted human figures playing guitars and standing in front of microphones. The figures are not colored in and an inscription in the lower margin reads "8-19-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035320a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A stylized male figure posed facing the viewer's right. He is holding an object in his hands at chest level. He is also wearing a hat and he is shaded in with thin, black pen marks. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "8-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035322a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A human figure wearing black pants and a white shirt with long, black sleeves. He is posed with his back toward the viewer and he is wearing a hat with red, blue and black stripes. An inscription on the bottom left margin reads "8-19-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035323a_j.jpg 1982
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face in 3/4 profile wearing a heart shaped earring. Her face, hair, and neck are not colored or shaded. An inscription on the bottom left margin reads "8-6-82."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035324a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man posed at the bottom right corner of the page facing the viewer's left. He is wearing glasses and a white shirt with vertical and horizontal lines that make a grid pattern. The figure is not colored or shaded and an inscription in the upper margin reads "Retired 8-19-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035325a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man's head in profile facing the viewer's right. He has curly hair, is wearing glasses and is drinking out of a cup through a straw. An inscription on the bottom margin reads "Bksfld. 8-26-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035326a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed sideways facing left to right. She is outlined in thick, black lines and she is not colored in. Her white shirt has a black pound sign pattern. An inscription on the top margin reads "8-9-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035327a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed with her back toward the viewer. She is wearing a blouse with an interconnecting vertical and horizontal line and blue dot pattern. She is also wearing a red belt and uncolored shorts. An inscription on the bottom margin reads "8-19-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035328a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed with her back toward the viewer. Her arms are positioned behind her back and she appears to be looking at a framed image directly in front of her at eye level. An inscription at the bottom margin reads "8-19-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035329a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man outlined in thick black lines with a thick black mustache and eyebrows. He appears to be wearing a tie and he is not colored in. An inscription on the top margin reads "8-9-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035330a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head in profile. Her hair is up. She is wearing a necklace. An inscription on the bottom margin reads "8-1-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035331a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man's head and shoulders. He is not colored in and there are squares behind him with the numbers "52, 62, 72, 19, 20, 8, 59 and 60" in them. An inscription on the top margin reads "Keno Player 8-4-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035332a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed with her back toward the viewer. Her arms appear to be bent in front of her. She is shaded in with black diagonal lines. An inscription on the top margin reads "S.E.C.U. 6 20 86."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035333a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long hair and a
black dot on the right side of her face and two short diagonal lines on the left side. She
also has a black dot on her neck. Her blouse has closely spaced dots that make up eight
diagonal lines. An inscription on the bottom margin reads "Bksfld" and "6 23 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035334a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head in profile. She
is wearing a black earring in shape of a circle. Her jaw is outlined with two curved lines
and she is not colored in. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Bksfld 6 23 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035335a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman's head in
profile facing the viewer's left. She is wearing a black tie. She is not colored or shaded in
and an inscription on the top margin reads "Bksfld 6-26-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035336a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with curly hair
outlined in thick black lines. An inscription in the right corner of the bottom margin reads
"6 27 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035337a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstracted figure of
an overweight woman wearing a dress with floral patterns. Her back is toward the viewer
and her head is turned sideways to the left. There is an inscription on the bottom margin
that reads "Mall People" and "7-31-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035338a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man posed sideways facing
from right to left. He appears to have his hands in his pockets. His face is black and he is
shaded in with black diagonal lines. The back part of his pant leg is missing and there is
an inscription that reads "7-10-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035340a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman's face. Her
hair is outlined in thick, black lines and she is wearing glasses with vertical lines on the
lenses. Her blouse has a vertical stripe pattern and the entire image is not colored in. An
inscription on the top margin reads "7 3 86 The Cottage Cafe."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035341a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstracted man with one
leg. He is holding on to a walker that is positioned sideways. Text in the the sketch reads
"Man with one leg going out for a walk." There is also an inscription in the upper margin
that reads "May 11, 1986."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035342a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: An elderly man in profile. He is wearing a baseball cap and glasses. The entire image is not colored in. One inscription on the top margin reads "4 5 86" and another on the bottom reads "Homeless."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035343a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man's head in profile. Four short diagonal lines make up his mustache and connected lines that resemble arches make up his eyebrow. An inscription on the top margin reads "4 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035344a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. She is outlined with thick, black lines. The outline on her face gives the illusion of a shadow. The back part of her head is not depicted. An inscription on the top margin reads "4 5 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035345a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A person wearing a red shirt. The hair is black and his face and arms are not colored in. He or she is leaning forward. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "4 6 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035346a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: Two abstracted bird figures wearing military uniforms. There is a missile along with small geometric figures and dots in the background. The missile appears to be headed towards a third figure that is floating near the upper margin. An inscription in the lower margin reads "War Captains" and one on the top left corner reads "4 5 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035347a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head in profile. Her hair is made up of black semi-circles. Her cheek is red and she wears a jeweled necklace. The thick outline of her face gives the illusion of a shadow. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "4 5 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035348a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman sitting on a stool holding a microphone in her right hand with her left hand placed on her knee. Three inscriptions in the top and right margins read "Mickey Michele [?]" and "the Singer 3 12 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035349a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A bearded man's head in profile. He has black hair that appears to be blown black, as if by wind. An inscription on the top margin reads "Bob 3 12 86."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035350a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman in a kimono facing the viewer. An inscription in the upper margin reads "3 13 86 Ms Kazan Hoshina Subokuga."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035351a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: Line sketch of a woman. She has two black circles on her head. She also has a flower in her hair. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Pilot" and one in the bottom margin reads "3 4 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035352a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with her hair parted in the middle. Her lips are outlined in red and there is a blue square on both sides of her chest. She is also wearing a black bow tie. An inscription on the top margin reads "Carrow 3 2 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035353a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: Three male figures that appear to be interacting with one another. Two males are posed with their backs toward the viewer and one is facing the viewer. An inscription on the top margin reads "Fast Times. Sacramento High."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035354a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing glasses and a black bow tie. Her hair is very tall and her expression is unpleasant. An inscription in the lower margin reads "2-12-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035355a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head and shoulders in profile. Her hair is in a ponytail and she wears an earring and a necklace. A thick, black outline on her front side creates the illusion of a shadow. An inscription in the lower margin reads "2-21-86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035356a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with hair made up of two levels of helical strands outlining his head. He is wearing glasses with lenses in shape of crescents. He is also wearing a collar shirt and an inscription in the upper margin reads "Paul" while an inscription in the lower margin reads "2-19-86 Villa."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035357a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man facing the viewer wearing a shirt with a black and red grid pattern. Two horizontal lines above his eyes make up his eyebrows and four "X's" and three diagonal lines make up his mustache. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Kent White 2 17 86."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035358a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a sombrero faces the viewer's left. His face is shaded in with crosshatching. The figure is not shaded in and an inscription in the upper margin reads "2 29 86" and one in the lower margin reads "Southside Park Kermes."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035359a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A elderly woman with curly hair wearing glasses. The figure is not colored in and an inscription in the upper margin reads "2 17 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035360a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man wearing glasses and a red and blue necktie. His shirt is colored in with black scribbles. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Lunch" and "2 12 86" in the lower margin.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035361a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair and a red vertical stripe on each side of her chest. There are also five diamond shapes across her chest from shoulder to shoulder. An inscription on the top margin reads "Vixen 2 12 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035362a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair parted in the middle. Her lips are red and there is a heart figure on the left side of her chest. An inscription on the top margin reads "Reformed Vietnam 2 12 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035363a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A line sketch of a woman. Her eyes are scribbled in with black. The figure is not colored in and an inscription on the bottom margin reads "2 19 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035364a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with text above his head that reads "W30, H6, W165, 10M, Brn." There is also an inscription in the upper margin that reads "Army Jan 8, 1986."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035365a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with a pair of black eyeglasses on her head. She is outlined in think black lines and she is not shaded in. An inscription on the top margin reads "Jan 1986."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035366a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with a wrinkled face in 3/4 profile. He is outlined in thin black lines and he is not shaded in. An inscription in the upper margin reads "retired man" and an inscription in the lower margin reads "1 4 86."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035367a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with an afro posed diagonally from the bottom left corner to the top right corner. He is outlined in blue and is shaded in with blue markings. He is wearing a white shirt with blue dots and a blue collar. An inscription on the top corner reads "1 9 86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035368a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A balding man's head. His lips and nostrils are black. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035369a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair wearing black glasses. She is not colored in and an inscription on the bottom left corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035370a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with 16 pairs of short lines and numerous black dots that give an illusion of a shaved head. A tear falls from her eye, which has a cross in it, and a thick black outline on her forehead seems to be a shadow. An inscription in the lower margin reads "The Patient '86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035503a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with his head tilted to the left. His facial features are minimalist. An inscription on the bottom left corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035504a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A long, slender man's face with high cheekbones. An inscription in the lower margin reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035505a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a black beret. His face and neck are shaded in with black lines. He is wearing a turtleneck sweater. An inscription on the bottom left corner reads "1986."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035506a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman outlined in blue posed against a black background. Numerous semi-circles make up her hair. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "1986."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035507a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A human figure with eleven shaded segments that make up its hair. The figure also has three black dots in both eyes and is wearing a black and white checkered shirt. An inscription on the bottom right corner reads "1986."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035508a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with her forehead covered by her hair. An inscription in the upper margin reads "1986."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035509a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with her hair shaded in with black scribbles and lines. There are black dots on her face, neck, and in the background. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035510a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a black hat with most of her hair exposed. Her face is shaded in with black diagonal lines. She is also wearing a black bow tie. An inscription on the bottom right corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035511a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with her arms crossed in front of her. She appears to be holding an object in her hand and there appears to be a bookshelf in the background. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035512a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man looks toward the viewer's left. He is not shaded in and is wearing a shirt with a bow tie. There are black dots and specks to his right and in his neck area. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "1986."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035513a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A pair of legs from the knees down standing on a black and white checkered floor. The subject is wearing work boots and the figure is not colored in. An inscription on the top left corner reads "Rudy '86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035514a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An elderly bald man with his head resting on his arm. He is outlined in blue and text above the figure reads "VIEJO DORMIDO AFTER BREAKFAST." An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035515a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Pen on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man outlined in red with long sideburns and a thick mustache. Text on his back reads "MAN WITH PRETTY RED HAIR" and an inscription in the bottom right corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035516a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with short, curly, black hair with his face shaded in with black lines. He has a very large forehead. An inscription in the lower left corner reads "1986."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035517a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a coat with a collar that has horizontal lines. She is also wearing a blouse that is shaded in with black diagonal lines. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "1986."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035518a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with fourteen pairs of short lines that make up his hair. He is wearing glasses and has a mustache. There are two "L" figures on his chest to indicate a clavicle. An inscription on the bottom left corner reads "86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035519a_j.jpg 1986
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with a total of nine thick black lines on her hair. There are also thick stripes with designs on them on each of her shoulders. An inscription on the top left corner reads "'86."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035520a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with long hair and a long beard. There is a red and black pound sign on each of his shoulders. There are also blue and red dots around his chin and neck area. An inscription on the top margin reads "Keith Nov '85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035521a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman looks upward and to the viewer's right. The upper part of her face is not outlined. Her blouse has horizontal wavy line patterns. She also has blue and red horizontal lines across her chest. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Nov 10 85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035522a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man outlined in thick black lines. He is pictured in profile and there is an inscription in the upper margin that reads "Tulare Nov 3 1985."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035523a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A line drawing of a woman in profile. There are eleven stars around her arm/shoulder area. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Indy 11 27 85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035524a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A rooftop with a mountain in the background. The sketch is blue with red shading in the center. Text in the sketch, with pencil, reads "Tomasita." An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Rooftop SF 10-13-85."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035525a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman in profile faces the viewer's left with her hair combed in a braided ponytail. The image is not shaded or colored in and an inscription in the top margin reads "Oct 17, 1985."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035526a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man in profile wearing a black cap. His shirt has a black diagonal line pattern. An inscription in the top margin reads "Steelworker 9-21-85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035527a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Signed. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man facing away from the viewer. The image is not shaded or colored in. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "H. Villa 9-15-85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035528a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with a thick black outline on his face that resembles a shadow. There is text written in front of his face that reads "Rain and Hardtimes." There is also an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "1 4 85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035529a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man in overalls wearing a sun hat with diagonal line patterns. Four horizontal lines above his eyes make up his brows. A thick strip with line patterns stretches down from each of his shoulders. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "1985."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035530a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman looks toward the viewer's right. Her face is not outlined and her black hair is combed to the side. An inscription in the top left corner reads "1985."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035531a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with four wavy lines on his head that give the impression of hair. Five "X" figures make up his mustache and an inscription in the bottom right corner reads "85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035532a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with two large "X" figures on his chest and his head is outlined with a wavy line. The figure is not colored in and an inscription in the bottom right corner reads "85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035533a_j.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man in 1/4 profile with semi-circles making up his hair. His face is shaded in with diagonal lines and he is posed against two-toned, black and white, background. An inscription in the top right corner reads "1985."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035534a.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with several black dots and specks in front of and on her face. Her hair is combed in a pony tail that is made up of wavy interconnecting lines.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035536a.jpg 1985
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with three "X" figures down each of her shoulders. She also has four diamond shaped figures on her chest. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "85."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035537a.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A male head figure wearing a black fedora with a white band. There is a shadow under his nose and the side of his face is partly shaded in with black diagonal lines. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035538a.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man in dark sunglasses looks toward the viewer's right. He is completely shaded in with scribbles. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "8-28-84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035540a.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man in profile with glasses mounted on his nose and his brow furrowed. There are many dots on his arm and body. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035542a.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with one wavy line that defines his hair. His face is not outlined and scribbles define his shoulders. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035539a.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with scribbles making up her hair. Her face is not outlined and she is not shaded or colored in. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Villa 84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035543a.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A face shaded in with diagonal lines. Its chest and shoulder area is also shaded in with black scribbles. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035544a.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" X 6"; Unsigned; inscribed with date and "Fall 84". Comments/Description: An abstracted male figure with a lightly outlined hat with vertical line patterns. His shoulder and chest area are shaded with scribbles. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "Fall 84" and "9-5-84."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035545a_j.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" X 6";
Unsigned; " '84". Comments/Description: A woman with thick long hair and thick
eyebrows. There are two lines projecting from her head to the upper margin. An
inscription in the lower bottom corner reads " '84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035546a_j.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A garden drawn with mostly
black scribbles. There is a tree in the middle and smaller bushes around it. There is one
human figure on the left of the tree and one on the right. An inscription in the lower right
corner reads "First day" and one in the lower right corner reads, "9-5-84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035547a_j.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with six pairs of lines
on her head that give an illusion of hair. Her face is shaded in with diagonal lines and her
shirt is colored in black. An inscription in the lower left corner reads " '84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035548a_j.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long hair
outlined in thick black lines. She is posed against a black triangle figure in the
background. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads " '84."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035549a_j.jpg 1984
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a blue
cap and blue glasses. The left side of his face is not outlined and he is wearing a shirt
with diamond shaped green, yellow, and blue patterns and red dots. An inscription in the
top margin reads retired and one in the lower right corner reads "62930."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035550a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman outlined in
 thick black lines posed against a blue and red background. There are yellow dots and
lines in her hair and text over her head that reads "Toritos" and text in front of her that
reads "Fresno." An inscription in the lower right corner reads "6 88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035551a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A human figure with its
head colored in in black. It's wearing a red shirt with four X's across its chest. It is also
wearing blue pants. An inscription in the lower margin reads "Solo Dancer Cinco de
Mayo." Another inscription in the upper margin that reads "5 5 88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035552a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A human figure shaded
in with black scribbles. The image is not outlined. There are no physical characteristics or
details. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Cinco de Mayo 5 5 88."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035553a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man's head colored in black and outlined in blue. There is a red and a black diagonal line across his neck. There is also a black square in the upper right corner. There is an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "51388."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035554a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman holding a cigarette next to her face. The figure is not colored in and there is an inscription in the top margin that reads "51088 smoker."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035555a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long hair outlined in thick black lines. Her face is outlined with yellow, green, and blue. She is posed against a red, black, and yellow background. An inscription in the lower left corner reads "51088."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035556a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair and a red stripe on her right shoulder and a blue stripe on her left shoulder. An inscription in the lower margin reads "5 88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035557a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man in a frame that is centered on the page. He only has one eyebrow and his shoulders and hair are colored in with black. Text under the frame reads "After Botticelli" and an inscription in the upper margin reads "4-88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035558a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A grotesque human figure posed against a yellow background. It is wearing a shirt with blue and pink dots. An inscription in the top margin reads "42188."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035559a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with thick black hair wearing a blue shirt with yellow designs. She has three diagonal lines on her neck and an inscription in the upper margin reads "41988."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035560a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A house with a tree on the right and a sun, at the horizon, on the left. There is also a bird near the top left corner. An inscription in the top left corner reads "4-29-88."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035561a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with yellow hair that
is outlined in black. There are two yellow stripes and one blue one on her shoulder. There
is also a red triangle in the upper left corner. Text under the figure's chin reads "Bunny"
and an inscription in the bottom margin reads "3-31-88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035562a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with her eyes closed
rests her face in her hand. An inscription in the lower margin reads "3-18-88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035563a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long black hair
and a yellow hair tie. Her lips are red and an inscription in the lower margin reads
"3-15-88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035564a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with his head resting in
the palm of his hand. He is outlined in thick black lines and text in front of his head reads
"ZZZ 3 9 88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035565a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man at a counter being
helped by a woman receptionist. He is wearing a red cap and there is a blue sign behind
the counter, in the background. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "1-22-88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035566a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A road with linear perspective
with mountains and desert brush in the background. An inscription in the upper margin
reads "Sierra Nevadas" and one in the bottom corner reads "1-11-88."

Black Man Eating White Man's Food; 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with long curly hair
wearing glasses and holding a fork with food close to his mouth. An inscription in the top
left corner reads "Black Man Eating White Man's Food." Another inscription in the bottom
left corner reads "'88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035568a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a black cap
posed against a blue square in the upper right corner. There is also a red triangle in the
lower left corner and an inscription in the lower right corner that reads "1 9 88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035569a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman at an order window with text that reads
"Ch[illegible] Billy's." Text above the window reads "Order Here" and a sign in the upper
right corner reads "we use ADAIRS TORTILLAS." There is also text in the bottom margin
that reads "MAIN COURT."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035570a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed in pen with date. Comments/Description: A woman outlined in thick black lines posed with her back toward the viewer. She appears to be touching a box and there is a red line on her left and a yellow one on her right. An inscription in the top left corner reads "Juke Box 88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035571a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing glasses and a head band with blue, yellow, green and pink dot designs. There is also a blue stripe on each of her shoulders. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035572a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man colored in yellow wearing a yellow cap. He is outlined in black and an inscription in the lower right corner reads "88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035573a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with yellow hair posed against a red square in the upper margin. An inscription across the red square reads "Youngton Nev." Another inscription in the lower margin reads "7 17 88 Lucky."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035574a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing black glasses and a red shirt. His neck and lower jaw areas are outlined in thick black lines. An inscription in the upper right corner reads "1988."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035575a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with red lips and a red dot on each side of her face. There is also a yellow line running down the left side of her face. She is posed against a blue, white, and red background. An inscription in the top margin reads "1988."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035576a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with long hair and a long beard. He is not colored or shaded in. An inscription in the upper margin reads "B.L. Kennedy" and one in the lower margin reads "'88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035577a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A bald man with hair on the back of his head. He is placed against a background that is divided into a black half and a white half. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "'88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035578a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with black hair and a pink shirt. He is wearing glasses and an inscription in the lower right corner reads "88."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035588a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A human figure wearing a yellow hat and multi-colored clothes. There is an inscription in the lower right corner that reads "1988."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035589a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Two men boxing in a boxing ring. They are both wearing boxing gloves. The one on the right is wearing yellow shorts and the one on the right is wearing white shorts with a red stripe. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "1988."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035590a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstracted human figure colored in with yellow. The figure is posed against a blue, black, green and red background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035591a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: An abstracted male figure standing in front of a three dimensional structure that resembles a house. His shoulders are squared and his arm is down his side. There are black, red, and blue specks all over the sketch. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Crooked Man" and one in the lower left corner reads "1287."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035592a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A male figure shaded in with scribbles. His hair is curly and his eyes are outlined with thick black lines. There is an inscription in the lower margin that reads "Woodbridge 12 24 87 Mens Senior Drawings [?]."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035593a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a hat with a thick beard. He is wearing a shirt with black speck patterns. He is turned away from the viewer and an inscription in the top margin reads "1 minute" and one in the bottom margin reads "12 14 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035594a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a beanie with small black line patterns. He is also wearing glasses and has a thick mustache. There is a checkered scarf around his neck and an inscription inthe upper margin that reads "12 16 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035595a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing glasses and a red shirt with a white collar with red and blue vertical lines. Text on his shirt reads "Smitty" while an inscription in the lower left corner reads "LOD" and one in the upper left corner that reads "12 24 87."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035596a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A male figure wearing a red cap and black glasses. He is also wearing a red, black, and white checkered shirt. An inscription in the lower margin reads "12 23 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035597a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with black hair wearing a black coat and a blue tie. An inscription in the upper margin reads "12 32 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035598a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Line drawing of a man wearing glasses and a hat with an inscription in the upper margin that reads "retired series" and one in the lower right corner that reads "12 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035599a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair and a black blouse with green, yellow and red markings around her neck. She is holding a cup in her right hand and a vase in front of her contains flowers. An inscription in the top right corner reads "christmas."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035600a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with thick black hair. She is wearing a yellow blouse with a red neck-piece. An inscription in the upper margin reads "12 28 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035601a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman in profile with a thick black outline on her face that resembles a shadow. An inscription in the lower margin reads "Lost Hills 12 30 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035602a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a collar that has two red stripes. There is a blue square in the top right corner. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "11 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035603a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a collar that has two red stripes. There is a blue square in the top right corner. An inscription in the bottom right corner reads "11 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035604a.jpg 1987  
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with yellow hair sitting at a table with dishes in front of her. Horizontal lines in the background may represent blinds. An inscription in the bottom left corner reads "11 87."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035605a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Two bowls with a red dot on each. There is a black, red, and blue line under them and a yellow and two blue triangular figures above them. An inscription under them reads "11 18 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035654a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A sketch of six faces posed in a hierarchy. All the faces are outlined except for the one in the middle. An inscription in the lower margin reads "Quickies 10 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035656a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's body in profile. She is outlined in black and her body is shaded in with black diagonal lines. Her face is not defined and there is an inscription in the lower right corner that reads "10 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035657a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A hand holding a cigarette. An inscription in the upper margin reads "smokers hand" and one in the lower margin reads "10 7 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035659a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A sketch of what appears to be a salad bar. There is a sneeze guard and a counter. There are also yellow trays to the right and to the left there are three trays with green and red dots. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Kaiser 10 9 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035661a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a blue blouse with white designs. Her face and hair are outlined in black with no color. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "10 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035662a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A person with curly hair wearing a blue vest. There is a black, yellow and red vertical stripe on the arm. There is also a red square above the head. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "10 14 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035664a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a blue blouse with white designs. Her face and hair are outlined in black with no color. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "10 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035665a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A sketch of what appears to be a salad bar. There is a sneeze guard and a counter. There are also yellow trays to the right and to the left there are three trays with green and red dots. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Kaiser 10 9 87."
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---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035666a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** An abstracted woman's head with only her face and the front part of her hair outlined. There is a blue oval shaped figure above her eye and a circle on her face made of horizontal lines. The upper right corner is colored in with black and there is a blue, yellow, and red stripe under the figure. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "10 2 87."

---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035670a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** A woman posed against a blue square wearing a red shirt with three yellow square shapes in the chest area. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "10 19 87."

---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035671a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** A woman outlined in black except for the back of her head. There is a small shape on her hair, above her forehead, that is shaded in with black scribbles. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Fresno 10 11 87."

---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035672a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** A woman wearing a necklace with a cross pendant. Her hands are joined together in front of her face and her eyes appear to be closed. An inscription in the upper margin reads "MCD Tooth Pick 91987."

---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035674a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** A woman outlined in thick black lines. She has black hair and a thick, black wiggly line extending from the bottom of her eye to her chin. An inscription in the top margin reads "9 21 87."

---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035675a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** A woman with a broken line outlining her face. She is not colored or shaded in. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Pub" and one in the lower margin reads "9 23 87."

---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035676a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** A man's head shaded in with black diagonal lines. There is a diamond shaped figure around his neck. He is also wearing a hat that is shaded in with black scribbles. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "9-87."

---

**Series title: cusb_1_14_00035681a_j.jpg 1987**

General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. **Comments/Description:** A woman outlined in black with black dots floating around the figure. Her eyes are shaded in with blue and there are dots on her face. An inscription in the top margin reads "9 21 87."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035682a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman shaded in with black diagonal lines. There are black and yellow specks floating around the figure. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "9-16-87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035683a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstracted human figure with the back part of the body outlined in black and the front part outlined in red and blue. His pants are blue with white designs and an inscription in the lower right corner reads "9 2 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035685a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with thick yellow lines making up her hair. Her eyes are shaded in with blue and her lips are red. Her collar is made up of a triangle on each side of her neck. An inscription in the upper margin reads "Diamonds 8 7 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035686a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head with only the left side of her face outlined. Her eyes are blue and her lips are red. Her hair is made up of black specks and there is one dot on her face. An inscription in the upper right corner reads "8 5 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035687a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with her hair combed to the right side of her head. There is a stripe with geometric designs stretching from each of her shoulders to her chest. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "Bksfld 7 24 87."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035696a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An elderly man in profile wearing a cap and a coat. His ear is large and his chin curves out, creating an oval shape. An inscription in the top margin reads "7 23 87" and one in the lower right corner reads "'87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035697a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a sun visor over her bangs. Her hair is made up of zigzag lines. An inscription in the top margin reads "Mc Drawings" and one in the lower left corner reads "7 29 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035698a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a cap and glasses. There is an "X" on his ear and he is wearing a coat with the collar flipped over the back of his neck. He is looking down at a cup and a cigarette. An inscription in the top margin reads "7 23 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035699a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Line sketch appears to be a landscape, possibly at the shore. Inscribed in upper right corner with "7 23 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035700a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstract landscape with a pole projecting from the ground. There is a small human figure wearing a red shirt. There are also several blue dots in front of him that give an illusion of other people. An inscription in the bottom left corner reads "7 23 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035701a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A stylized male figure sitting in a chair with his legs crossed. He is shaded in with black scribbles and there is an inscription in the lower margin that read "61887."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035702a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a hat with square patterns. His shoulders and chest are outlined in thick black lines. There is also a zigzag line extending from his eye to his chin. An inscription in the lower left corner reads "61887."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035703a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a black blouse. She has blue eyes and three vertical lines on each side of her face. An inscription in the top margin reads "62987 Cherry."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035704a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head in profile. Her face is outlined in thick black lines and she is wearing a braid that has black linear designs. An inscription in the top margin reads "6-8-87."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035705a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A boat outlined in thick black lines. There is a large "X" shaped figure to the left of the sketch and text to the right that reads "STEVIE 44 RAMS DUKE MARK 66." An inscription in the upper left corner reads "6-20-87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035706a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head outlined in black. Diagonal lines make up her hair and there is an inscription in the lower margin reading "BKSFLD 52387."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035708a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman outlined in black with three dots on her face. She has bangs that extend to her eyebrow. An inscription in the lower left margin reads "5-1-87"

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035709a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man outlined in black with a thin mustache. He has a receded hairline and there is an inscription in the lower margin that reads "BKSFLD 52387."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035711a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with a receded hairline and long hair extending down the back of his head. He has a long mustache and thick eyebrows. He is wearing a tie and there is an inscription in the upper margin that reads "Bksfld. 5-23-87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035713a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman's head wearing a hat tilted backward. The front of her face is not outlined and an inscription at the bottom reads "BKSFLD 52387."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035714a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with a five o'clock shadow wearing a cap and a shirt with square patterns. His face is shaded in with black vertical and diagonal lines. An inscription in the upper margin reads "4 4 87 Hard Times."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035715a.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A building with different figures and shapes that represent graffiti. There is graffitti text that reads "FOR THE PEOPLE BY THE PEO[PLE]." An inscription in the lower right corner reads "GRAPHIC GRAFFITTI ON THE WALL 4-25-87."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035716a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a blouse with red, blue, and black patterns. Her face is outlined in a thick black line that resembles a shadow. An inscription in the upper margin reads "4 4 87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035717a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long hair extending the back of her head. She has a red and blue stripe on her shoulder and an inscription in the lower left corner reads "4-4-87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035718a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with his head down in front of him. His elbow is shaded. He is outlined in black and an inscription in the upper margin reads "April 8, 1987" "Downer."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035719a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a dress with her breasts exposed. Her head is turned to the viewer's right and an inscription in the lower margin reads "Club 400 31387."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035720a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a black corset and a black bow tie. There are red dots in her face area and blue dots in her waist area. An inscription in the upper right corner reads "American Girl 31887."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035721a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a beanie that has diamond patterns and a shirt that has square patterns. An inscription in the upper margin reads "3-16-87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035723a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with his head down. His face is shaded in with diagonal lines. He is wearing a heavy coat with a large hood that appears to be woolen. An inscription in the upper margin reads "ITS good to be back home again 3-23-87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035724a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man with a mustache made of "X"s. There are horizontal lines in his eyes. An inscription in the top margin reads "I. M. Knowbum 3-21-87" [sic].

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035725a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with curved lines making up her hair. There are three "Xs" on her neck and several lines on her face. An inscription in the top margin reads "32087."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035727a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a blue and black shirt. He has black dots on his face and an inscription in the top margin reads "3/18/87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035728a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
 Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a red blouse. Her hair is long extending down the side of her neck and down her chest. There are two lines on her face and there is an inscription on her face that reads "31387."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035729a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman with a pointy nose and a pointy mouth and four horizontal lines across her forehead. An inscription in the margin reads "McFea 3-7-87."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035733a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A tractor shaded in with black scribbles and lines. An inscription in the top margin reads "Walnut Grove 31587."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035734a_j.jpg 1987
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man in a wheelchair that has text on the backrest that reads "KMC 4B QK15." Inscription in lower margin reads, "3 29 87".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035735a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a red blouse and red lipstick. Her hair is black and her face is white. An inscription in the lower left corner reads "6289."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035736a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
signed. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A cube with a red side, a black side, and a side with a clock. Text above the cube reads "FIFTH DIMENSION" "5th Dimension" and "V Dimension." An inscription in the upper margin reads "1988-89 Lunas Cafe." Another inscription in the lower margin reads "Sacramento, Ca."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035738a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman's head in a square that is outlined in black. The image is distorted by scribbles and wiggly lines. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "3-24-89."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035739a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with blue hair and red lipstick. There is a purple zigzag line that extends from her face to her right shoulder. She is posed against a black background and an inscription in the bottom margin reads "32489."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035740a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A plant with long green
and yellow leaves. The image is placed against a red background. An inscription in the
top margin reads "Hawaii 1989."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035741a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: Three juxtaposed arch
openings outlined in gray and shaded in with multiple colors. Text above the image reads
"D Arches," text below the image reads "71789," and text on the left side of the image
reads "1 2 3 4 5."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035743a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned.
Comments/Description: A woman with her back toward the viewer. She has
yellow hair and she is wearing black shorts and black shoes.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035744a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: An abstract landscape with mountains in the
background and multicolored linear figures in the valley. The sky is blue and the
mountains are purple and green.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035745a_j.jpg 1989
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A yellow and green landscape with grazing sheep.
There are black mountains, white clouds, and a blue sky in the background. There is a
yellow and red pole on the left of the sketch with a sign that reads "Posted [illegible]
Trespassing".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035746a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A human figure
wearing a yellow and black costume. There are yellow, blue, red, and black dots and
specks floating around the figure. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Holloween
[sic] Oct 31 88 Sacramento Ca."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035747a_j.jpg 1988
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a red and
black checkered blouse. She has black hair and is wearing red lipstick. There is a blue
square in the upper left corner and an inscription in the upper right corner that reads
"7-23-88."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035816a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with black hair, red
lipstick and a yellow face. She is placed against a red and blue background. An inscription
in the upper left corner reads "4-7-91."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035817a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's head colored in with black and teal blue.
She is wearing red lipstick and red earings. An inscription in the upper left corner reads
"4-6-91."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035818a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman seated with her back reclined and her legs bent at a 45 degree angle. There are yellow linear figures in the background and text above the figure that reads "May 21, 1991."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035819a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Two yellow human figures facing each other. They are placed against a blue background and there are three red diagonal lines extending down from the upper right corner. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "5-28-91." 

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035820a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with short black hair wearing a red blouse. Her face is not shaded or colored in and there is an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "3-91."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035821a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman seated at a table with a glass and straw in front of her. She is wearing a blue skirt and a yellow blouse with red floral designs. There is a red square in the upper left corner and an inscription in the lower right corner that reads "3-30-91."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035822a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a red sweater with a white collar. His mustache is made with "X's" and his face is not colored. He is placed against a half black and half white background. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "3-21-91."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035823a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: Red, blue, yellow and white geometric figures with big black text that reads "Feb 2 1991 Black White."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035824a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A human figure laying on its back with its arms extended to its sides. The figure is outlined in black and shaded in with gray. It is placed against a plain background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035825a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”;
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a blue and brown hat and a red shirt. His face is colored in with brown and he is placed against a white, yellow, and black background. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Feb 8, 1991."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035826a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man’s face outlined in black and placed against a black background. The figure is not shaded in or colored. A vertical inscription in the top margin reads “2-4-91.”

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035827a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Black scribbles placed against a yellow background. There are also gray, red, and green dots, speck, and shades. An inscription in the bottom margin reads “22392.”

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035828a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Comments/Description: An open book outlined in red, black, and teal blue. It is placed against a yellow and red background. Text above the image reads “El Libro”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035829a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstract male figure wearing a crown and holding a rectangular object with two money signs on it. The figure is outlined in gray and black and there is an inscription on the bottom margin that reads “Homeless Feb 1992”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035830a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: An abstract male figure wearing a blue coat and white pants. He is placed against a yellow background that has one diagonal red line in front of him.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035831a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstracted woman figure wearing glasses and a yellow blouse with black designs. She is placed against a background with black, green, and red lines, dots, and specks. An inscription in the bottom margin reads “22292”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035832a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed with her back toward the viewer. She is wearing a red blouse and black pants. There are black diagonal lines across her whole body. An inscription in the lower right corner reads “1991”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035833a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman posed with her back toward the viewer. She is wearing a red blouse and black pants. There are black diagonal lines across her whole body. An inscription in the lower right corner reads “1991”.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035834a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A sign with text that reads “Perfect weather for a Jubilee, Breakfast, lunch, Beer & Wine, Cappuccino, Desserts..Garden Court Cafe Downstairs in Courtyard Sacramento ‘91”. There are four red circles to the right of the sketch.
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035835a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A boy catching a baseball with his left hand. He is wearing a shirt with horizontal linear designs. There is a baseball bat on the ground in front of him and the sun in the upper right corner.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035836a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A landscape with yellow faces floating in a circular form. There is a palm tree and a purple moon to the right. There is also a thick gray horizontal line across the top margin.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035837a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Red text that reads "BARRIO" that is crossed out with a teal blue "X". There is also text in the background that reads "Graffitti [sic] lives". The text is placed against a yellow background and there is an inscription in the lower right corner that reads "1991".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035838a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstracted male figure with black hair. There is a black oval on his chest with white text that reads "1-15-91". He is placed against a black background with white text that reads "WAR".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035839a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscription reads "Bksfld Tues 5:30". Comments/Description: A man in profile faces the viewer’s right. He is wearing glasses and there is text above him that reads "Accountant". There is also an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "Bksfld Tues 5:30".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035840a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstracted landscape with a moon in the background. There are also black horizontal scribbles and blue and yellow amorphous figures. There are four human figures in the lower margin. An inscription in the upper left corner reads "12-4-90".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035841a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; signed. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Gray amorphous figures that give an illusion of a male head and face. There is a gray and yellow square in the upper left corner along with an inscription that reads "Villa". There is also another inscription in the lower left corner that reads "12-6-90".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035842a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4” x 6”; unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a black hat, white glasses, and a white coat. He is also wearing a red tie and he is placed against a gray background. There is an inscription in the upper left corner that reads "12-2-90".
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035843a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman sitting in a chair
facing text that reads "I have seen the best minds of my generation become bag ladies".
There is also an inscription in the upper margin that reads "12590"

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035844a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man wearing a hat with
square patterns and a shirt with rectangular designs. There is text above the figure that
reads "90 years of scotch + soda S.F." There is also an inscription in the top margin that
reads "12-8-90".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035845a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman facing objects that
appear to be on a table. There is text above the figure that reads, "Methodist Patient
doing all the right things". There is also an inscription in the bottom margin that reads
"11 21-90".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035846a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with his hand over his
mouth. The figure is outlined in black and it is not shaded in or colored. Text above the
image reads "Mr. Perry's Prayer". An inscription in the lower margin reads "11 24 90".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035847a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with short hair
outlined in black lines. She is in profile facing the viewer's right. There is a vertical
rectangle behind the figure and an unidentifiable object in front of her. An inscription in
the bottom margin reads "112990".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035848a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with a long
white beard wearing glsses and a hat. He is also wearing a shirt with pound sign patterns.
An inscription in the bottom margin reads "ST. Nick as a homeless 111790".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035849a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A woman and a man
sitting next to each other at a table. They both have objects in their hands, and an
inscription in the top margin reads "Let'mm eat cake... 11-2-90".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035850a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
unsigned. Inscribed with date and "Nalphante[?]". Comments/Description: A woman wearing a red shirt with text to the right that reads "OP". There is also a sail boat and a
radiating circle to her left. She is placed against a yellow and white background. An
inscription in the lower right corner reads "Nalphante 10-90".
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035851a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Three individuals sitting at a counter reading documents. They are all outlined in black and yellow. Text in the background reads “No Where Cafe,” and an inscription in the lower right corner reads "9.13.90"

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035852a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman is sketched on the left side of the page. She is wearing a blue blouse and a red hair tie. She is outlined in thick black lines, and an inscription in the lower right corner reads "9-27-90.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035853a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Inscribed with "7-90 Sitting The [Illegible] Garage". Comments/Description: A human figure sitting with his arms resting on his lap. He is outlined in gray and is placed against a gray background. An inscription in the left margin reads "7-90 Sitting The Garage."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035854a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a white hat and a black and blue shirt. There is a blue shadow surrounding her, and she is placed against a red background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035855a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man and a woman posed next to each other. They are wearing blue robes and the woman is smoking a cigarette. They are placed against a red background, and an inscription in the upper margin reads "1-20-90".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035856a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with yellow hair. Her face is yellow and gray and she is placed against a white background with red, yellow, black and blue shapes.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035857a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a long dress with dot patterns. She is carrying a purse on her shoulder and holding an object in her hand. She is facing out a window that is on the left side of the sketch.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035858a_j.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4” x 6”; Unsigned. Comments/Description: Two human head figures next to each other. The head figure on the left is facing the one on the right. They are placed against a blue background, and there is an inscription in the top margin that reads "1990."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035859a.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "Gene Avery 113090". Comments/Description: A man wearing a gray outfit with black dots. He is reading a long document with text that reads "USA." There is also text in the top right corner that reads "It's not my fault its not my fault." There is also an inscription in the left corner that reads "Gene Avery 113090."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035860a.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "1990". Comments/Description: A landscape with four trees in a row that are green and yellow. There is a red amorphous line near the bottom margin and the trees are placed against a blue background.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035861a.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "90". Comments/Description: A landscape with four green trees in a row that are yellow with small green linear patterns. They are placed against a blue background. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "1990."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035862a.jpg 1990
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "1990". Comments/Description: A man posed against a brick wall. His hair is black and he is facing the viewer. There is a rectangle with linear designs and other shapes covering the rest of his body. An inscription in the upper left corner reads "1990."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035863a.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "122491". Comments/Description: A man looking down at an open book. He is wearing a jacket and a shirt with diagonal lines. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "122491."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035864a.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "122491". Comments/Description: A man sitting at a table looking down at a bowl. There is text on the side of the table that reads "The recession hits hard. Things look bleak. Hot Mush 122491."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035865a.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "112691". Comments/Description: A landscape with mountains in the background. The sky is blue and the sun is behind the mountains. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "112691."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035866a.jpg 1995
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "1161995". Comments/Description: A woman wearing a green outfit and a red vest. She is placed against a yellow background with text in the upper left corner that reads "hired Help." An inscription in the lower margin reads "1161995."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035867a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed. Inscribed with "11491" and "Villa". Comments/Description: A man wearing a red shirt and a bolo tie. He is placed against a blue, white and yellow background. An inscription in the upper left corner reads "11491" and another inscription in the bottom margin reads "Villa."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035868a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "HV Positive". Comments/Description: An abstracted male figure wearing a blue shirt. His face is outlined in thick black lines and he is placed against a red and gray background. An inscription in the bottom margin read "HV Positive."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035869a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman in 1/4 profile with yellow hair and glasses. She is placed against a black background, and text in the upper left corner reads "Waitress."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035870a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "10/22/91". Comments/Description: A woman with a yellow square in front of her. She is placed against a blue and black backgound. There is a red horizontal line across the top margin. An inscription in the lower right corner reads "10/22/91".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035871a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "Kaiser X-Ray Aug 9, 91". Comments/Description: A man with a white face wearing a blue shirt with a black collar. There is also a black face on the side of the figure. The images are placed against a gray and yellow background. An inscription in the upper left corner reads "Kaiser X-Ray Aug 9, 91."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035872a_j.jpg 1991

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035873a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man wearing a tall chef's hat outlined in black and partly shaded in gray. His face is shaded in with multiple diagonal lines and he is placed against a white background with a purple horizontal line.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035874a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "1992 Jan". Comments/Description: A woman outlined in black with four yellow markings on her face and one on her neck. She is placed against a multicolored background. There is an inscription in the lower right corner that reads "1992 Jan."
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00035875a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: An abstract head figure outlined in thick black lines, and shaded in with gray and blue. The figure is placed against a yellow background. There is text in the upper left corner that reads "Hunger in" and text in the lower right corner that reads "AMERICA."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035876a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man with hair outlined in thick black lines. His face is shaded in with gray and he is wearing a blue coat. There is a sign above the figure that reads "Y THANKSGIVI," and an inscription in the upper margin reads "Nov 93."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035877a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man outlined in black and gray. He has long black hair and appears to be wearing glasses. Text above the figure reads "SANTANA Bodyguard." There is an inscription in the lower right corner that reads "10.8.93."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035888a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman sitting at a table. She is wearing glasses and a dress with triangular patterns. There appears to be a muffin and a book on the table. There is an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "101593."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035889a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with big red lips and long curly hair. She is wearing a yellow neck piece and a coat with small linear patterns. The figure is placed in a rectangular frame. Text under the frame reads "Big breakfast Little price Big eater." An inscription in the lower right corner reads "101693."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035892a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man posed against a background with red, gray, blue, and black geometric figures. He is wearing a blue coat with small black dot patterns. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Villa RCAF 9 16 '93."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035893a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A man placed against a black and blue background. There is a yellow circle with four red dots and illegible text on his chest. His face is outlined in black and gray and there is an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "9 16 1993."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035896a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman sitting at a small gray table. She is wearing a gray shirt and she is outlined in thick black lines. She is applying lipstick. An inscription in the lower left corner reads "9 2 93."
Series title: cusb_1_14_00035900a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with a blue vertical line extending from the top of her face to the bottom of her chin. The line splits her face into a yellow half and a red half. She is wearing a yellow shirt and there is an inscription in the lower margin that reads "9 23 1993."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035908a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with blue eyes and a black blouse. She is placed against a yellow, black and red square. The bottom half of the background is white. There is an inscription in the bottom margin that reads "9 23 1993."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035912a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker and pen on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; signed. Inscribed with title and date. Comments/Description: A man placed against a blue background. His head is outlined in black and yellow. He is wearing a black shirt and a multicolored tie. An inscription in the top margin reads "4.3.93. E V."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035915a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman wearing glasses and a blouse with yellow diagonal lines. She is placed against a red and yellow background. An inscription in the lower margin reads "31093."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035920a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A woman with long hair and red lips. Her face is partly outlined in gray. Her bangs cross her forehead horizontally. An inscription in the top left corner reads "Jan 7 93."

Series title: cusb_1_14_00035924a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man outlined in black and partly shaded in with gray. His eyes appear to be closed and he is wearing a shirt with black diagonal patterns.

Series title: Mac/Me Series 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a yellow cap and blue shorts. She is holding a child that is wearing a yellow shirt and blue shorts. There is text in the lower right corner that reads "Mc Baby."

Series title: Mac/Me Series 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man's face peeking over a seating area divider. His hair is gray and he is wearing glasses. The divider is yellow white and gray. There are two salt shakers on a white table. An inscription in the bottom margin reads "Mc Head ELKO 8.20.93."

Series title: Mac/Me Series 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A black and yellow chair in front of a yellow sign with text that reads "Mac Nothing." There is a large yellow "M" in the background.
Series title: Mac/Me Series 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman outlined in black and gray lines. She is wearing a large circular earring. There is a child in front of her covering her ear. Text under the figure reads "Mc Manners."

Series title: Mac/Me Series undated
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman wearing a black blouse. Her hair is black and her face is outlined in gray and black. There are also several black diagonal lines on her face and neck. Text above the figure reads "Mc Cool."

Series title: Mac/Me Series 1993
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A squat person holds a McDonald's cup in one hand. He or she wears a baseball cap with the word "Fresno."

Series title: Mac/Me Series 1993

Series title: Mac/Me Series undated
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title and "Provo U.". Comments/Description: A blonde girl waiting at McDonald's counter.

Series title: Mac/Me Series undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A chubby drive-through operator.

Series title: Mac/Me Series undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A female drive-thru operator in a red visor and tie.

Series title: Mac/Me Series undated
General Physical Description note: Felt tip pen on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: An individual with squinted eyes and a long hooked nose.

Series title: Mac/Me Series 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A person with orange curly hair scowls.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036107a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date, title, and "Provo Utah". Comments/Description: A female McDonald's employee in a red bow tie. Incription reads, "Provo Utah 8.21.93".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036108a_j.jpg n.d. (ca. 1993)
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: Two-part sketch. Two rows of what appear to be slot machines.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00036109a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date and location. Comments/Description: An elderly woman
in profile. Inscription in lower margin reads, "9-11-93 Merced 13"

Series title: Mac/Me Series n.d
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A homeless person.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036111a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: An image of a man's face with black diagonal
streaks.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036112a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face in black and yellow.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036113a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A bespectacled man with a thin
mustache. Some green on his shoulder.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036114a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. She wears a cross
pendant. Red and blue rectangles in upper portion of image.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036115a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A curly haired person in a red brimmed hat, red
glasses, and a yellow shirt.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036116a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with blue pants and gray shirt. Floor is
yellow and wall is red.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036117a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man's face in profile. He wears a baseball cap and
a mustache.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036118a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: Portrait of a man's face in yellow. Image in shape of
square.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036119a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A female in profile. She is delineated in blue.
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00036120a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A portrait of a female with long, wavy hair facing the viewer.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036121a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with [illegible]. Comments/Description: Sketch divided vertically. A face with an eyepatch. Left side is colorful, right is all red and has the title equation.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036122a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with [illegible]. Comments/Description: Yellow frame does not contain red, yellow, blue, and green hair of head with expressionless face.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036123a_j.jpg 1993
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with [illegible]. Comments/Description: Stick figure left, enclosed figure right. The foreground is a blue and red man with black marks.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036124a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A basket of fruit in yellow and black.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036125a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man in a feather headdress.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036126a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with date and "Fresno.". Comments/Description: A woman in a blue hat. Text in the lower margin reads, "Fresno 113092".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036127a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. She has blonde hair and wears a headband. Inscription in lower left corner reads, "Nov 21 92".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036128a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed in upper right corner. Comments/Description: A woman's face in profile. She has blonde hair and wears a headdress. Inscription in lower left corner reads, "Nov 21 92".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036129a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A blonde woman wears a necklace and a red shirt. Background is blue and black.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036130a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A coffee mug on a table.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036131a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "Santa Cruz.". Comments/Description: Portrait of a female in black and yellow.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00036133a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Two people sit at a table. The one holding the cup has printed material before him or her. Their faces are featureless. Date reads, "10-27-92".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036134a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman facing away from the viewer holds her dog like a baby, so that its head is visible over her shoulder. Dated "10-21-92".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036135a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036136a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with her head inclined towards the viewer. Hair is yellow and blue. Background is blue, red, and yellow.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036137a_j.jpg 1991
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Five chiles on a red rectangle. Lower margin reads, "12-5-91".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036138a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Black felt-tipped pen or marker sketch of a woman's face and shoulders.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036139a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: Black felt-tipped pen or marker sketch of a curly-haired woman's face in profile.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036140a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A chef. Inscription reads, "5492".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036142a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date. Comments/Description: A bald man facing the viewer, left, and a blonde woman in profile, right. Inscription reads, "5.4.92".

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036143a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with title, date, and "Fairhaven, Mass". Comments/Description: A bespectacled, mustachioed man.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036144a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date and "Fairhaven, Mass". Comments/Description: A woman with yellow hair and a yellow shirt. Blue and red stripes at top.
Series title: cusb_1_14_00036146a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date and "Fairhaven, Mass". Comments/Description: A female telephone operator in profile.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036147a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with date and "Fresno, M's". Comments/Description: A man with a mustache in a red visor and tie.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036149a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: Landscape of a mountain. Human figure in red in foreground.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036150a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with "Fresno". Comments/Description: Sketch of a woman's face in black felt-tipped marker.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036151a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A young girl with her head inclined to the viewer's right.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036153a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036154a_j.jpg 1992
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman's face.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036155a_j.jpg 1994
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with "Stocton [sic] from San Luis Obispo Cal Poly.". Comments/Description: A line sketch of a woman's face in profile.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036157a_j.jpg 1994
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with "Dennys San Luis Obispo Grand Slam total 5.66.". Comments/Description: A line sketch if a woman's face in profile. Guide lines are visible.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036158a_j.jpg 1994
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with "San Luis Obispo.". Comments/Description: Line sketches of an elderly man with a brimmed hat.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036181a_j.jpg 1994
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.;Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Inscribed with "Soldier.". Comments/Description: An "M" appears in the upper left corner. The soldier is composed of seeming scribbles.
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Series title: cusb_1_14_00036183a_j.jpg n.d
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man with glasses and white goatee. His hair is brown and yellow. His face is orange, green, blue and red.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036184a_j.jpg 1997
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman in a green shirt has a yellow circle around her head.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036185a_j.jpg 1997
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
signed. Comments/Description: A person with a pink checkered shirt and a purple face.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036186a_j.jpg 1997
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A black featureless face in profile with blue streaks.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036188a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: An orange bald head in profile.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036193a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: An orange human figure. Background is colorful.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036194a_j.jpg 1997
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man in a tie wearing a headset.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036195a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A man in a blue baseball cap and a brown, red, white, and blue jacket in profile.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036196a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper.; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: A middle-aged man in a blue baseball cap inclines his head to the viewer's left. His face is orange and pink and his shirt is green.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036197a_j.jpg 1997
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A yellow and purple head.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036198a_j.jpg 1998
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "6-27-1998.". Comments/Description: Flowers on tall stalks.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036199a_j.jpg 1998
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with "Mayday 1998.". Comments/Description: A woman's face in yellow, pink and orange.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036200a_j.jpg</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A woman is in black baseball cap in profile.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036201a_j.jpg</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A woman's face looks toward the viewer. Her face is brown and yellow.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036202a_j.jpg</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. Inscribed with &quot;6-18-1998.&quot;. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A male graduate in profile.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036203a_j.jpg</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. Inscribed with &quot;6-17-1998&quot; and &quot;W.&quot;. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A person in a baseball cap and a blue hooded sweatshirt eats a hotdog or a sandwich.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036204a_j.jpg</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. Inscribed with title. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A man in a blue baseball cap and a plaid sweatshirt in profile.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036205a_j.jpg</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. Inscribed with &quot;1998&quot; and &quot;laguna.&quot;. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A bespectacled, bearded man faces the viewer. The left half of his face is yellow, the right is red.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036206a_j.jpg</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. Inscribed with &quot;5-11-1998.&quot;. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A woman w/ black and purple hair.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036207a_j.jpg</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A rosy-cheeked young girl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036208a_j.jpg</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. Inscribed with &quot;Talkin' to myself series I left you? You left me! In the fall.&quot;. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A portly man with a black face points.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036209a_j.jpg</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A young girl with an orange face.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036210a_j.jpg</td>
<td>undated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Unsigned. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> An African-American man in purple sunglasses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cusb_1_14_00036211a_j.jpg</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4&quot; x 6&quot;; Signed. Inscribed with &quot;5-11-00&quot; and the title. <strong>Comments/Description:</strong> A woman w/ black and purple hair.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Series title: cusb_1_14_00036212a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6";
Unsigned. Comments/Description: View of a quarter of a pie from above. Inside the pie chiles are visible.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036213a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed.
Comments/Description: Three quarters of a pie.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036214a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: Portrait of a young folklorico dancer with a tocado in her hair.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036215a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Inscribed with title. Comments/Description: A woman with red and yellow hair in profile.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036216a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Unsigned. Comments/Description: A parrot.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036217a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed. Comments/Description: Felt-tipped marker sketch of man's face. [Note: This may not be Villa's work.]

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036218a_j.jpg 1999
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed. Inscribed with "99.". Comments/Description: A cup or bowl with blue contents. [Note: This may not be Villa's work.]

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036219a_j.jpg 1999
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed. Inscribed with "2/11/99.". Comments/Description: A blue heart and fields of color. [Note: This may not be Villa's work.]

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036220a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; Signed. Comments/Description: A blonde woman with a blue and pink face.

Series title: cusb_1_14_00036221a_j.jpg undated
General Physical Description note: Sketch with marker on white paper; Paper size: 4" x 6"; unsigned. Comments/Description: A woman with a red face and orange hair.